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Agenda

• Discuss why open 
standards for carbon 
footprint measurement 
matter

• Overview of the Open 
Footprint Forum

• Level set for today’s 
workshop
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Multiple Stakeholder Groups are Activating 
Around ESG and Carbon Management 

● Scope 1 Emissions
● Scope 2 Emissions
● Scope 3 Emissions by Category
● Life Cycle Analysis / Product 

Footprint / Carbon Intensity
● Scope 4 / Avoided Emissions
● GHG Emissions generated from 

renewable energy or low-carbon 
products

● % Methane Emissions

Investors
Investors are increasingly factoring 
ESG into their decisions, seeking to 
shift portfolios and understand 
systemic risks

Regulators
Major regulatory changes to promote 
low carbon will affect companies 
across geographies - including 
market-based (dis)incentives and 
disclosures (C&I, carbon pricing and 
taxes)

Lenders
Banks are scrutinizing exposures to 
carbon-intensive assets; many 
restricting or ceasing financing of new 
projects

Customers
Demand low carbon inputs and define 
required ESG information / approved 
vendors

Inorganic Opportunities
Business and customer segments will 
disrupt significantly by 2030 -
customer behaviours and demands 
are changing and net zero will create 
winners and losers

Internal operations
Successful net zero delivery will drive 
enterprise-wide transformation. From 
procurement to operations to 
distribution.

Carbon 
Operating 

System

Trusted, 
actionable 
emissions 

ledger

Key Metrics
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What Do Companies Care About?

• Customers care, and social license and social capital will 
increasingly accrue from ESG and carbon emissions actions

• Investors and regulators increasingly care
• More than 90% of S&P 500 now publish Environment, Social, 

Governance (ESG) reports in some form
• Companies have upstream supply chains, and downstream 

product delivery chains, all interconnected, and they need help 
in particular with scope 3 measurement, reporting

• Companies also care about the “how” of carbon footprint 
reporting, and about the cost of doing so
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Customer/Acquirer Integrator, Distributors, Resellers

Producer of Product, Service Suppliers

Will want assurance as 
to carbon/GHG 
emissions

Product distribution supply chain

Will prefer business partners (upstream 
and downstream) who can supply and 

consume standardized data to help 
them meet scope 3 measurement, 

reporting obligations

Business
Partners

Multiple types of suppliers (raw 
materials, components, 
software, services, energy)

Standards Body
Standards for data 
models, APIs, and 

interoperability

Standards
Process

Business   Partners

Calculating 
Carbon and 

GHG Emissions:
An Ecosystem 

Perspective

Government 
Regulatory Agencies

ESG and 
Sustainability 
Ratings Agencies

Assessments, 
Reporting
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https://greenbusinessbureau.com/blog/the-sustainability-checklist-25-things-to-do-when-launching-and-managing-a-
sustainability-program/
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Outside-in vs. Internal Measurement

• Outside-in Measurement
• Ratings agencies are developing ESG scores for companies, for 

use by investors
• Useful in obtaining some understanding of a company’s ESG, 

sustainability position
• Insufficient for companies to manage and take action against

• Internal Measurement
• Provides a more accurate measure of carbon impacts
• Enables accurate data sharing among business partners 
• Informs and allows for active management against goals
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Complexity of Scope 1/2/3 Emissions 

• Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions. Includes fuel combustion, company vehicles and 
fugitive emissions. These are direct GHG emissions that happen from sources 
owned or controlled by an organization including fuel combustion in boilers, 
furnaces, vehicles.

• Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions. From consumption of purchased electricity, 
heat, cooling or steam. These emissions are a result of a company's activities but 
often occur outside a company's physical facility (e.g. at an electricity utility plant). 

• Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions. Covers other indirect emissions, inc. 
extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related 
activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related 
activities (e.g. transmission and distribution (T&D) losses. Scope 3 emission 
sources include emissions both upstream and downstream of the 
organization's activities (e.g. suppliers, product use, and transportation of 
goods). 
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S&P Scope 3 GHG Emissions Assessment

For all of 
these 
emissions 
source 
categories, 
data 
definition 
standards 
are needed

Open 
standards 
enable 
these
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Calculating Carbon and GHG Emissions

Standards requirements:
• Standard data models (data definitions for data to be 

measured, captured, calculated, shared, managed)
• Interoperability standards
• Standard APIs
• Implementation guidance
• Reference open source software
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Core Challenges to Tracking Carbon

12

Lack of clarity 
around carbon data

Sharing of data is 
required 

but needs trust 

Cross-industry 
problem but resourced 

in silos
● Understanding the basis and 

the underlying details used 
for calculating & reporting 
emissions (e.g., determining 
the emission factor or 
activity)

● Regulatory and reporting 
frameworks vary with 
respect to measuring and 
reporting, which may require 
multiple sets of books

● “Accounting” rules are still 
being defined on how to 
handle emissions

● Documenting and 
communicating the basis for 
assurance of the data being 
provided

● Level of detail that needs to 
be shared beyond emissions 
to allow comprehension and 
comparison

● Differences in data disclosed 
externally to meet different 
stakeholder needs (e.g., 
Scope 3 vs. carbon 
intensity)

● Individual companies are 
approaching carbon data 
through individual efforts

● Collaborative efforts are 
aplenty but not well aligned

● Cross-industry efforts are 
often resourced on top of 
existing job duties

● Differences in terms of 
competition vs collaboration
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Open Footprint Forum: Goals

»OFP to become the predominant Data 
Standard / Platform for verifiable emissions:

– GHG Scope 1 (direct emissions)
– GHG Scope 2 (indirect emissions 

from energy) 
– GHG Scope 3 (indirect emissions 

from suppliers & customers)
– Future focus areas may include: 

water quality, circular economy

»OFP Data Model needs to be ready and 
flexible to adapt to the evolving world of ESG 
and sustainability data, for all industries

13
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• A standard data model with supporting APIs that can be 
embedded within companies and commercial products, clearly 
documented to provide common understanding of GHGs

• Open Footprint reference implementation:
– 100% Open Source based and downloadable from Open Group Gitlab
– Available for GCP, AWS and MS Azure
– Downloadable for anyone
– Not meant for production runs
– To act as the reference implementation for any OFP query
– APIs (backward compatible)
– Based upon the Open Group OSDU data platform, course data models, etc. 

have been adapted

Forum Deliverables
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OFP Data Platform
Technical Scope and 
Architecture

1. Blue We do not compete in this 
space but all work together. Focus 
on Infrastructure, Data Platform and 
some Common Apps services.

2. Gre We do compete in this space: 
We all will be developing / selecting 
our own applications.

3. (Commercial) Business 
services (examples)

Open Footprint™ main 
characteristics:

1. Data access using public 
APIs.

2. (Near) Realtime focus.
3. Large user numbers 

connecting using own apps à
OpenID Connect based.

4. Machine to machine focus.
5. Micro Services based.
6. Orchestration services focus.
7. Third party apps via 

Marketplace. 
8. Open Source Driven

User Interface (HTML5/Native)
Machine to Machine

Application services
(Carbonx / Global Commercial 
/ Supply Chain / …)

)

Data Platform Services

Supporting Open Footprint™
Data Model

Infrastructure Platform services

Inform
ation Security

End-to-End  Support &
 M

anagem
ent

Realtime
Data

Ingestion
Services

Workflow / Orchestration services

Application Platform 
Services (Calculation
Services / Metrics Services
/ Units of Measure 

APIs

Carbon m
icro services

Services

n Can be deployed as 
Private, Community 
/Shared or Public 
(Default data sharing is 
NONE)

n Can be deployed using 
ANY TECHNOLOGY to 
suit use case as long as 
compliant with 
standards

n Can be deployed by 
ANY VENDOR
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OFP Data Model Overview

1
6Applies to

is parent activity of

has associated GHG data in

has activities defined as

is parent of

holds collection of

is partly owned

has equity share in

uses facility in

is used in process

holds

consists of

has emissions calculated in

is monitored by

classifies process as

has required parameters in

has emission allocated to

is allocated to process in

organises is used to constrain

exercises operational control of

is built from

is built from

is part of process template

results in recording of

classifies

is classified as

is parent organisation of

is child organisation of

embodied in

is allocated to

has emissions allocated to

<<master-data>>
Organisation

<<reference-data>>
Industry Sector Type

<<work-product-component>>
Ghg Statement

<<work-product-component>>
Organisation 

Emission Allocation

<<master-data>>
Organisation Association

<<master-data>>
Dynamic Activity 

Parameter

<<master-data>>
Parameter Type

<<master-data>>
Facility

<<master-data>>
Ghg Inventory

<<master-data>>
Ghg Calculation Model

<<master-data>>
Organisation Industry Sector

<<master-data>>
Ghg Activity Type Parameter Type Assignment

<<master-data>>
Ghg Activity Parameter Recording Template

<<master-data>>
Ghg Activity

<<master-data>>
Organisational Boundary

<<work-product-component>>
Activity Emission Allocation

<<master-data>>
Reporting Period

<<master-data>>
Ghg Reporting Boundary

<<reference-data>>
Ghg Activity Type

<<master-data>>
Facility Activity Participation

<<master-data>>
Organisation Equity Share

<<work-product-component>>
Ghg Report
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Sustainability Reporting Standards Sustainability Frameworks Harmonizing Coalitions/Alliances

Sustainability Rating Agencies (Data Providers) Investor Coalitions/Alliances

17

The Emissions Reporting Landscape
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Multiple Reporting Standards and Vendor 
Solutions Can Lead to Fragmentation Without 
a Clear Technical Standard

Reporting 
Standards, 
Frameworks 
& Alliances
Define what is needed to 
be reported but have not 
focused on the technical 
details

Technical
Standards

No established 
technical standard 
exists for the capture, 
sharing, and reporting of 
ESG or carbon 
information

Solution 
Space

Every company and 
technology provider 
developing own way to 
track and manage 
carbon/ESG data

A structured data model to 
allow understanding of 

carbon data

Technology companies have 
own ways of managing data

18
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Open Footprint™ Forum Contributing Members

As of October, 2022
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Value of Open Footprint Forum

• Technical data model standards can:
• Ease interoperability issues upstream and downstream
• Mitigate divergence on the solution side

• Facilitates a robust, competitive solutions space
• Open, inspectable standards and open source reference 

platform can enable trust in emissions data
• Shared collaborative development model brings 

efficiencies to customer organizations and developers
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Roles involved:
• Enterprise Architects
• IT
• ESG & Sustainability managers
• Risk managers
• Supply chain professionals
• Regulators

Developing Standards to Calculate 
Carbon and GHG Emissions
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Thank You!
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